DO I NEED A

Rebrand?
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GUIDE
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WHY A

Rebrand

IS NECCESSARY

There are many reasons why you may be considering a rebrand.
You could be 5 years in, and want a refresh to your existing brand
presence; You could have been in a position that the start of your
business was rushed and had a quick DIY logo and now that you
are growing, you need a more established and cohesive brand...
Regardless of why, there is nothing as exciting as a rebrand for your
business.
At times a rebrand is imperative to the success of your business as
an outdated or unprofessional brand presence is harmful to your
business and may hinder your growth.

WELL DONE ON TAKING THIS STEP TO DETERMINE IF YOU
NEED A REBRAND OR NOT IT IS A BIG STEP BUT INCREDIBLY
EXCITING
.

!

So let's determine if a rebrand is for you.
Take a look at these questions and if you finding yourself answering
yes /no to majority of these.. it is time to Rebrand!
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The Questions
YOUR LOGO
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Was your logo designed in a hurry?
Was your logo done without a brand board and supporting elements?
Do you have only one logo and no variations to accompany the main logo?

YOUR BRAND
Do you have a consistent look and feel across your Instagram Feed, your Facebook
and your communication to clients?
Does your current brand colours represent your business correctly?
Do you feel that your imagery, fonts, brand voice and colours are outdated and have
not kept up with your business growth?

YOUR BUSINESS
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Are you proud of your current online presence and how you are seen by customers /
followers.
Is how they see your business online now, relevant to who they will be working with
when they sign up with you?
Have you ever filled out a Brand Identity Questionnaire and done the soul searching
that will help identify who your business is and who they are attracting.

Your Thoughts
WHEN GOING THROUGH THOSE QUESTIONS USE THIS SPACE TO JOT DOWN YOUR
THOUGHTS ON YOUR CURRENT BRAND
,
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Am I in love with my logo?

What can be improved?

Does my business have the brand identity that it deserves?

WHAT TO EXPECT

Brand Identity

:

When opting for a rebrand every Design Agency will have their own approach
,
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My approach to a rebrand is detailed below and can help you prepare for when you
start shopping around
.

If you are considering a rebrand before launching a website please go over the below
and let s get in touch
,
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The Process

On our website you will see a Branding Questionnaire form
https merakimintdesigns com your brand
://
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This form gives me all the details I need in order to give a clear and comprehensive
quote But not only that it helps me get to know you and your business
.
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Based on the feedback I am able to quote on your Brand Toolkit I try to find out
more about you through your current business s social media pages and through
general discussion should I need more details over the phone
,
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Once the quote is approved and deposit has been made I will send you the
comprehensive Brand Identity Questionnaire that will prompt your thinking and help
you get to the heart and soul of your brand as well as determine who your ideal
customer is that your brand is speaking too
,
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The outcome of this questionnaire helps me design the best brand portfolio for you
as well as helps you understand who you are as a business who you are talking to in
your marketing efforts and who you are wanting to attract This will need to be
remembered as you continue with your business to make sure you have a cohesive
and consistent brand presence
,
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I will design a draft of 3 x Logo options for you to choose from

.

After direction has been received around the logo style preferred another 2 edits are
allowed and a mood board displaying the logo with mock ups is created
,
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Once approved the logo and brand elements are sent to you for you to share with the
world and use how ever you wish
,
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These elements are then also used in any follow up design projects and or website
creation with MMD
.

I TRULY HOPE THIS HELPED
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If you are on the journey to a website or online store and are
needing a rebrand first - please give me a shout and I would love to
help you on your journey!
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27 82 386 9211
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